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A scheme for obtaining the exact wave functions of an electron on a quasiperiodic lattice is
presented. It is shown that the trace map plays a very important role for construction
of the infinite-dimensional Riemann theta function in terms of which the wave functions can
be represented.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quasiperiodic lattices have fascinated both theoretical physicists and mathematicians for a long time.’ Since
the discovery of quasicrystals* and the manufacturing of
quasiperiodic materials,3 the study of quasiperiodic lattices has attracted experimental physicists and engineers.
A quasiperiodic lattice that we consider consists of
only two types of atoms, A and B. It is characterized by
the ratio of the total number of A’s to that of B’s in the
chain, an irrational number /2, whose kth approximation
is defined by a continued fraction expansion:

Recently, Ostlund and Kim,7 Gumps and Ali,*
Holzer,’ and Wijnands” showed that there exist the same
types of trace maps and the invariant surface, even for a
series of irrational numbers that are obtained by taking
all ni as the same n (n an arbitrary positive integer).
Finally, this direction was completed by Kalugin, Kitaev, and Levitov,” Sutherland,‘* and Iguchi13 This is
summarized as follows.
According to the approximated irrational number jlk
we can construct the scaling transformations in order to
define a quasiperiodic lattice in terms of two symbols, A
and B, in the following:
(Lk+‘(A,B),Lk(A,B))=SnW~+~S”O(A,B),

1
&=n0+

1
n1+

= [~0,~l,~2,...,qJ,

n2+***+nk

where no,nl,n2 ,...,nk are positive integers. This set of integers is called the fail of ,L
Traditional methods based on the Bloch theorem are
not directly applicable to solving the above onedimensional quasiperiodic-lattice problems. This is because, in a quasiperiodic lattice, there is no translational
symmetry (i.e., no spatial translation). Instead of the
translational symmetry, there appears a different kind of
symmetry operation, the scaling transformation.4-‘3 This
challenges the concepts of the periodic latticescrystals. I4
The first successes in understanding the physics of the
quasiperiodic lattices appeared in the studies of the onedimensional Fibonacci lattice by Kohmoto, Kadanoff,
and Tang (KKT) and Ostlund, Pandit, Rand, Schellnhuber, and Siggia.4 This is because the Fibonacci number
is in some sense the simplest out of all the irrational
numbers. It should be especially noted that KKT were
able to obtain both the truce map and an invariant surface, which played a crucial role in obtaining the Cantorset-like energy bands and critical wave functions of the
electron on the lattice.5’6 Since there exists an infinite
number of irrational numbers in a real interval [0, 11,
almost all other irrational numbers have not been studied.
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where we have started from the seed of a lattice (A, B) by
using the scaling transformation W(A,B)
= (BA”k,A) at
each step. Here Lk(A,B) denotes the unit cell of the kth
generation
Of the lattice,
which COnSiStS Of Pk A’s and (&
B’s defining jlk by Pk/Qb where Pk+,=+,Pk+Pk-1,
Qk+, = n&. iQk+ Qk-, with the initial conditions ( Po,Qo)
= (0,l) and (P,,Q,) = ( 1,O). The size of the unit cell
becomes Nk = Pk + Qb having Ni = No = 1. Then the onedimensional lattice structure of this unit cell is explicitly
given by

with
(4)

an=[n~kl-[(n-l)~kl,

where [ ] denotes the Gauss symbol. We remark here that
if we define the ratio Uk~Nk+l/Nk=[nk,nk-ll,nk-2,...,n0
+ 11, this measures how fast the unit cell grows up.
We would like to solve the discretized Schriidinger
equation (the tight-binding model) :14
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T,JI,+,+T,-I*~-,+V,~~I,=E*,.

(5)

In this case, it is convenient to map the Schrodinger equation into the transfer matrix form:
(6)
with
E-V,,
Mw-

I=

--

Ttl
1

T,-l
Ttl
0

The above setup leads us to the generic trace map
induced by the scaling transformations. Let the initial
triple be (xo,~~zo)=(i Tr(B), i Tr(A), f Tr(AB)), where
A and B stand for the two transfer matrices associated
with the two types of neighboring coordinations of the

lattice.4 We then have the following trace map according
to the scaling transformations:’l-l3

where C,b)

The organization of the paper is the following. In Sec.
II, we will discuss the electronic band structure for a
quasiperiodic lattice. In Sec. III, we will study the Bloch
wave function for an electron on a periodic lattice as a
rational approximation of a quasiperiodic lattice. In Sec.
IV, the wave functions for a quasiperiodic lattice will be
constructed as a limit from the rational approximation.
In Sec. V, we will summarize what we have done.

periodic lattice whose unit cell consists of N types of
atoms as introduced in Sec. I. From Bq. (5)) we have
basically two independent solutions for the Schrodinger
equation: One solution is obtained by the initial condition
Yo(‘) = (0,l) and the other by Yoc2)= ( 1,O). Let us call
them Y’,-l”‘=(~l(n),~,(n-l))
and Y,-,(*)=($,(n),
d2(n--l)),
where A( n 1 is an (n - 2) th-order polynomial
of E and 4*(n) is an (n - 1) th-order polynomial of E.
Thus we are able to represent the matrix product
M(NI0)
in terms of #1(n) and 4*(n) in the following:

(9)

is the nth Chebyshev polynomial of the sec-

ond kind, being definedby the recursion relation C,, 1(y)
=2rC,@)-C,-,Q)
withC_,(y)=O,
C,(y)=l.
Weremark that, according to the scaling transformations, the
trace map at each step preserves an invariant surface defined by
I=x2+3+z2-2x~z-l.
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BAND STRUCTURE
) and% -I=(~~,). II. THEFirst,ENERGY
let us try to solve the energy band problem of a
(7)

-G-l(Y)X),

Riemann theta function

(10)

This invariant surface is completely equivalent to that
first found by KKT.4 The role of the invariant surface for
the spectrum was first studied by Kohmoto and Oono.’ It
was also studied by Casdagli,15 and by many authors 613,16-18
Thanks to the generic trace map, we can calculate the
energy bands for an electron on a quasiperiodic lattice: If
1~~1<l, then the energy is allowed, and if I+[ > 1, then
the energy is forbidden. Following this algorithm, the
energy bands for an electron on a quasiperiodic lattice
was first demonstrated by the author.13*‘6’17 In the Appendix, following this scheme we give a simple program
that provides the energy bands.
However, it has been extremely difficult to obtain the
electronic wave functions for a quasiperiodic lattice, even
for a Fibonacci lattice.6 In this paper we would like to
present for attacking this problem a scheme that enables
us to obtain the exact wave functions for an electron on a
quasiperiodic lattice.

=
-

42W+l)
(

42(N)

#,W+l)
b,(N)

1’

(11)

where we have used
Y n-+-N--"n+N,n+N-lMn+N-l,n+N-2~~'Mn+l,ny~
=M(Nln)Y,.
We notice that Tr M(NIO) =4,(N) +$2(N+
is an nth-order polynomial of E and

=l.

l), which

(12)

This matrix plays a very crucial role to obtain the
energy bands. Let us define X,(E) = f Tr M( N IO). AS
already mentioned before, if I XN( E) I < 1, then the energy ’
lies in a band, and if I XN( E) I > 1, then the energy lies in
a band gap. From the Bloch theorem for $,, we obtain
the Bloch theorem for Y, such that Y,+N=eikNY,.
Therefore we can rewrite the trace as XN(E) =cos(Nk)
when an energy lies in a band, where --?r/N<k<rr/N,
the Brillouin zone. Let us define a function AN(E)
=XN( E) - cos (Nk) =O. Obviously AN(E) has N roots as
Ej(k) for j= l,...,N, each of which satisfies Ej(k) =Ej(k
+ 27r/N). So we can rewrite it as
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Riemann theta function

4

AN(E)=

fi (E-Ej(k)).

j=l

(13)

Since
2

if we set E as Ej(k)
tions:
dEj(k)
dk=

in it, then it leads to a set of equa-

fNJl-[~#“(k))l~
-“1;,7
= l(Ej( k) -Ei( k))

(j= l’**“N)’
(14)

If we solve the above equations for Ej( k) (j= l,...,N), we
can determine the entire band structure with respect to k.
The above argument is quite general and we did not
use the generic trace map for obtaining the band structure
for a quasiperiodic lattice.
We are now going to consider the energy bands of a
quasiperiodic lattice. For this purpose, N in the above
discussion is replaced by Nk for the kth generation of a
quasiperiodic lattice. We only discuss the off-diagonal
model of the tight-binding Schriidinger equation, where
V,=O. Using the results of Sec. I, we have to take the
initial triple as
1
xo=TTr

1E
B=zz,

(15)

where T,, Tb are the two types of hopping matrices. Since
the invariant surface is preserved under the scaling transformations, it is evaluated by the initial triple such that
(16)
If T,/T,= 1, then I =0, and the solution is trivial. If
E/T, = E/T,= 2 cos 0, with 19,real, we are in an allowed
region of the spectrum since xk= cos ( Nkf3,). However, if
IE/T,I > 2, i.e., if E/T,=2 cash u. with u. real, then
xk=cosh( Nkllo) grows exponentially and this energy is
forbidden.
If T,/Tb is close to one, the invariant I is close to
zero. This limit corresponds to the case where a perturbative approach is applicable. The position of gaps in the
energy bands is fitted by *2 cos(m/d),
where d is the

&
$0
9

-2

-4
0

Density of B

1

FIG. 1. The energy spectrum of quasiperiodic lattices for T,JT,= 1.1.
The horizontal line indicates the density p, which varies from 0 to 1.
The vertical line indicates energy E.

average spacing between B’s (d= 1 +A) and n is an integer greater than one, giving the order of the band gaps
(Fig. 1).
It is worthwhile noting that the global features of the
energy bands for small values of the invariant are preserved through any positive value of the invariant I. This
is one of the main results of our research’3V’6V’7(Figs. 2
and 3).
We were able to understand this important result
from the point of view of the topology of the invariant
surface as follows.‘3~‘6~‘7 The invariant surface has a certain topology as a manifold: There are the four horns
which are directed to P(l,l,l),
Q(l,-1,-l),
R(-1,1,
-l),
and S( - 1, - 1,l) respectively.“6”6917 When the
value of I is a very small positive number, the necks of the
horns narrow to almost points. The escape of the trace is
then very slow. This produces the very small gaps in the
bands. Even if the value of I becomes large, the topology
of the invariant surface, such as the number of connected
parts, never changes because only the surface is deformed. Since we have much bigger necks of the horns,
the escape becomes much faster, and so the gaps of the
spectrum become much bigger, but qualitatively the global features of the energy bands are preserved.
If we investigate the escape problem of the trace using four colors, then we are able to paint the whole invariant surface by the four colors; the four colors show to
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Riemann theta function

L I ,.0

Density of B
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FIG. 2. The energy spectrum of quasiperiodic lattices for TJT,= 1.5.
The horizontal line indicates the density p, which varies from 0 to 1.
The vertical line indicates energy E.

FIG. 3. The energy spectrum of quasiperiodic lattices for T,,/T,,=Z.O.
The horizontal line indicates the density p, which varies from 0 to 1.
The vertical line indicates energy E.

which horn a point on the surface escapes.‘3P’6P17
A region
of the surface painted by one of the colors represents the
location of escaping points to a particular horn, which
then corresponds to a band gap. Thus we can label all the
band gaps by using the four colors. So the boundaries
between colored regions remain as the nonescaping
points. They seem to be essentially the Julia setI of the
trace map or the strange repeller, but this point is open.
Since a boundary has measure zero on the surface, the
corresponding band also has measure zero, because the
initial triple sweeps a line on the surface as the energy is
changed. This view point explains why we must have a
Cantor-set-type of energy bands for any quasiperiodic lattice.
The above result seems to be related to the gap labeling theorem, ‘*Jo but at this moment the connection is still
unclear to us.

Then it requires us to impose the initial conditions for
en(r) such that ‘PO”‘)(r) = (0,l) and YoC2)(r) = (LO).
Following the argument for the original Schrijdinger
equation, we obtain the matrix product M( N 1r) :

(18)
Here we have TrM(Njr)=~,(NIr)+$,(N+lIr),
which is an nth-order polynomial of E, and Det M( N I r)
=~,(Nlr)~2(N+llr)-~2(NIr)~l(N+11r)=1.
Since
we only shift the origin for the initial position, 4, (n I r)
and #2(nlr) are related to&(n)
and +2(n) by

III. THE BLOCH WAVE FUNCTIONS
Let US go back to the original Schrijdinger equation
(5). We now shift all suffices n by a constant r; we obtain
the shifted Schtidinger equatiom2’
~,+,$,+l(r)

+ ~n-~+rh-~(r)

+ Vn+2Mr)

=WJr).
(17)
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From these relations we can prove that Tr M(N I r)
=Tr M(NI 0), which means that the energy bands neuer
change by the shift of the origin.
We are now ready to consider the so-called auxiliary
spectrum problem. Physicists first encountered this problem in the theory of solitons as a periodic Toda lattice,2’
or a periodic KdV equation,22 which requires the idea of
the inverse scattering method.21Y22As we shall show later,
we find that the theoretical framework is still applicable
and becomes a very powerful tool to study the usual periodic and qua&periodic lattices as well.
Let us impose a particular condition for 4, (N+ 1)
and &(N+llr)
such that &(N+l)=O
and &(N
+ 1 I r) =0, which provides us the auxiliary spectra. Since
r$i(N+ 1) and &(N+ 1 Ir) are (N- l)th-order polynomials of E, we can determine the N- 1 roots, say p/(O)
and pj(r) G= l,...,N), as the zeros of &(N+ 1) =0 and
respectively. We then have Tr M( N IO)
41W+llr)=0,
and
=A WI + 114, (W
TrMWIr)=4lWIr)
+l/&(NIr),
providing
that
IM(NIO) I >2
and
IM(NJr)I >2. This means that ~~(0) and pj(r)
[#pj(O)]
always lie in a band gap [;l,/l,+i]
for i
= l,..., N- 1, where ;1,, (n = l,..., 2N) are the band edges
given as the 2N roots of [xN(E)]~- 1 =O. Thus p,(O) and
p](r) o= I,...,N- 1) label all the band gaps. (See Sec. II.)
Let us follow the argument of the inverse scattering
method.21 We know that for an arbitrary Bloch condition
we have
cl41UO +c2&(N)
vhW+
CI

1) +c~+~(N+
42(N)

~=#,(N)

p=e

=pc,,

p-42W+l)
-p=

ikN=~~(E)

(20)

1) =pc2,

$,(N+

f

1)

(21)

For the sake of convenience, we set the Bloch function as

9,*(E)=(c1/~2)~~1(n)+~2(n).

(22)

Here i indicates the two independent values of cl/c2 due
to the two independent values of p.
We can then prove the following very important expression:

1

Since #i(N+l)
and +,(N+lln-1)
ros, pj(O) and p&n- 1) (j=l,...,NEq. (23) turns out to be

$,+(E)&-(E)=

(23)
have the N-l
zel), respectively,

“ri’ E;$tt(;;).
j=l

(24)

J

The above expression has a crucial importance in order to relate the zeros and poles of the wave function with
the rotation numbego of the wave function through the
Thouiess formula.23 When E is thought of as a real number, in other words, when E lies in the real axis,
$,,+ (E)$,- (E) coincides with the usual I $,(E) I 2>0
and from the Bloch theorem it is equivalent to
U,+(E)U,-(E).
So
if
we
write
qn+ (E)
X$,-(E)=exp{(N-l))y,(E)},
then we can prove the
following expressions:
Y,(E) =

s

O” dE’ log(E-E’)
-co

dk,(E)
-=A
dE

dk,(E’)
dE’,

(25)

Tz,’
{t&T-/.tjClj(n1))--6(E-Pji(O))I,
(26)

where yn( E) is called the rotation number.20 Here S is the
Dirac delta function, k,(E) is the integrated density of
states at site n, and Bq. (25) is called the Thouless formula.23
We are now going to express the Bloch wave function
by means of the multidimensional Riemann theta @)function.21F22p24
This point is the heart of the periodic lattice problem, namely it corresponds to the finite zone
potential problem in the soliton theory.21722
A multidimensional Riemann e-function is defined
by21*22924

egkgk

’

dm.

).t(E)).-(E)=~Ql(QN:~~l~l),

Riemann theta function

C expCrri‘m~m+2?ritm~z}.
WEzg

(27)

Here m, z are thought of as column vectors so that ‘m
= (mbm2,..., m,)& and ‘z=(.rl,z2,...,z,)~Cg, and CI is a
symmetric gxg complex matrix, the Riemann matrix.
Here t!!&.(z;sZ> enjoys the so-called quusiperiodicity
conditions:21;RP24
e,(z+m;n)

=e,b;w, -

eg8(2+nm;n)
=exp{
--

(284
--?ri ‘mnm-2?ritm.Z)e~g(2;~).

(28b)

Here the argument of eg( z;Cl) forms a lattice, Zg+ fiZg in
thespaceofR 2g. We note t& following. Although we use
the same word “quasiperiodicity” for the above conditions, it does not mean the lattice quasiperiodicity in the
real spatial direction. It is just terminological convention
in mathematics. Rather, it means quasiperiodicity in the
argument space of the theta function as we will see below.
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FIG. 5. A torus of genus g.
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FIG. 4. The Riematm surface.

Zj( P) =

Let us set gr N- 1 equal to the total number of band
gaps, for the later purpose. The key idea in order to express the Bloch function in terms of the multidimensional
Riemann B-function lies on the fact that the g zeros and
g Roles of the wave function can be regarded as g zeros of
the multidimensional Riemann B-function. To realize this
idea, r,6,,+(E) $,- (E) needs to be thought of as a complex
function of a complex variable E.
Let us go back to the energy bands problem. The
band edges are determined by [xg+, (E)12= 1 as A,, (n
=l,..., 2g+2). When we see Eq. (21), p has two values
by whether or not I xg+ 1(E) I < 1 according to the value of
E. In other words, when E lies in a band region,
dw=
J[xg+, (E)]‘1 becomes a two-valued
polynofunction, where Rgfl (E) is a (2g+2)th-order
mial of E. Thus it is necessary to make branch cuts over
all the energy bands that define a Riemann surface over
the energy E (Fig. 4).21P22*25
Here the Bloch function
becomes an analytic function defined on the Riemann
surface--the hyperelliptic function.25
The theory of Riemann surface tells us that there are
only three types of differentials over the Riemann surface:
the first, second, and third kinds.25 The differentials of the
first kind are defined by21P22
Eb-’ dE
s= l,...,g.
Then

we

(29)

define the base CWi> such that
8
s=l
C

Oj=

‘jw,

(S))

i=

lo*-&

(30)

I

P

ait
PO

wj=Clp

j= l,...g,

ij=

l,...g.

(32)

Here ai is a closed contour that surrounds the cut
(;lzj+l,ilzj+2)
on the upper sheet, while pj is a closed
contour that starts at A2, goes on the lower sheet as far as
A,+ ,, crosses to the upper sheet, and ends at A2 (Fig. 4).
Here Cti, pi (i= l,...,g) define a torus of genus g (Fig. 5).
Therefore the number of band gaps in the spectrum defines the genus of the torus.
We can thus define the multidimensional Riemann
e-function such that pj( n - 1) (j= l,...,g) become g zeros
of e~z(~j(n-l))-X(n-l)-K;fi)=O.
Here K is a gdimensional constant vector,
-

= (n - 1) JI,

Oi+

jgl J:(O) @i

_ j$l niWii+mi
(for i= l,...,g), where ni, mi are integers. Here 0~) (co’)
denotes infinity of the lower (upper) sheet.
Finally, if we take the logarithm of tFt,+ (E)$,- (E),
then

logMz+(W,-(El)=

j$l

l%(

(34)
where cjs are unknown constants determined by the following conditions:

Wj=
I

5,

ij=

l,...g.

Since the Cauchy theorem:
dz= C, rif(ai)

(31)

i

- x sif( bi),

(35)

i

ai

We define a vector z (these elements are called the Abelian integrals)21*22 and the Riemann matrix n such that

where a/s (bfs) are the zeros (poles) of a function f(z)
and ris (sis) the residues. The wave function is represented in the following:
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e&(E)
tCI,+(mtCt,-w)=

e&(E)

-X(n-X(O)

1) -K;Q)-K$)

Riemann theta function

xk+

’

1 =Yk

9

(36)
(38)

where
E
Zj(E)

=

wi, j= l,...,g.
I PO

Since Xk(E) iS a (&+ 1 )th-degree polynomial
this is expanded with respect to E such as

in E,

Or, equivalently, we derive
xk(E) =$Dk-‘[Egk+‘+
$,*(E)=exp(=ktnk(E))U,*(E).

E

s I%

U;k’pk-‘+.

..

+q;Ll,

(39)

=%+1(E)

(40)

Here
k(E) =

Ulk’&=+

(37)

Y/c(E)

403’,c4),
with

w(P,Q) is called the normal d@rential of the third kind,
with the residue 1 and - 1 at P and Q, respectively. Here
we have the Bloch theorem as expected, since if n=N+ 1,
then X (n - 1) = X (0) so that the wave function obviously
has the lattice periodicity. This type of function is sometimes called the Baker-Akhiezer function. The scheme
discussed above is called the Jacobi inversion problem 2w3

L?k+l

DkZ

x

Tj.

(41)

j=l

we expand zk in the same way,
~~(E)=;D’~+~-~[Eg’k+l+‘+~~+‘)~‘k+l

1

+V(k+l)&k+rI+...+V(k+l)

I,
g’k+l+l

(42)

IV. THE QUASIPERIODIC WAVE FUNCTIONS
We now consider the binary quasiperiodic lattice
problem. The point here is the following: Until reaching
the quasiperiodicity, a quasiperiodic lattice is always approximated to be periodic and the unit cell of the kth
generation of the lattice consists of Nk atoms including Pk
A-atoms and Qk B-atoms. Therefore, for any generation of
the lattice we can use the idea of the inverse scattering
method discussed in Sec. III. We thus are able to set the
number gk=Nk1 equal to the total number of band
gaps in the spectrum of the kth generation of the quasiperiodic lattice.
We know that the traces xk, yk, zk are written as
Xk(E)~~TrM(gk+llo)~fTrMk,

yk(E> =f Tr{[Mk]nk-‘~k-l}~Xk+l(E),

with
8’k

D’ k+l=

l+l

i

Tj .

(43)

j=l

Hereafter we shall call the set { Ujk) (j= l,...,gk+ 1),
Utk+‘) (j=l,...,gk+,+l),
fl’+‘)
(j=19...,g’k+l+1>}
thi kth set of the invariants, because in the soliton theory
such as the periodic Toda lattice or KdV equation, they
are exactly invariant under the time development-the
constants of motion.2”22 The kth invariants depend upon
the hopping parameters T,, and the on-site potentials V,,
which are constants, T, and Tb with V,,=O for a quasiperiodic lattice and time-dependent variables, T,
= exp{ - (X,, , -X,,) /2}, and V,, zzdX,/dt for the Toda
lattice21 where X, is the position of the nth atom.
Since the trace xk(E) is factorized in the following:

and
Xk(E) =;Dk-‘(&-y;k))

=;Dk-'

respectively. Here gtk is given by g’k+ 1 =NlkmNk
+Nkml. This g&S the Scaling tranSfOm%dOnS [See Es.
(2)] which induce the generic trace map [see Eqs. (8)
and (9)]:

"ii'
j=l

(E--$k’)*-*(E-$;l)

(&.,.,,y!k))
J

’

(4.4)

where the zeros of xk(E) are just band centers, say r,!“’
(j=l,...,gk+l),
then the invariants Ujk) prove to be
symmetric functions of the band centers:
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=&-‘dk’

8k+

(48)

l’

Starting from the initial triple (0, 0, -a)
:.
dg;:,=(

(45)
-)gk+lylk)~~k)...~~~)~~~~,.

The above setup enables us to understand the role of
the generic trace map. From the initial triple for the offdiagonal model [Eq. ( 15)], we obtain the initial condition
for the invariants:

f121’ T,“+Tb”
a=-m=

2TaTb

=z

where

1 T, T,
T-+-T-,
a)
( b

it never hops out about the particular set of points on the
invariant surface: (*a, 0, 0), (0, *a, O), (0, 0, *a),
called the invariant six-cycle.‘*‘31’4~16~17
Similarly, for the function R2gk+2(E) 3 [Xk(E)12
- 1 we expand it with respect to E as follows:
R 2gk+2(E)

E$k-2[E2gk+2-R~k)E28k+R;k)E2gk-1+.

. .

+(-Pk+2@j;+21

and
yIO)=o,

@)=-(T,~+T&.

(46)

4

Dk-2

“ii’

(E&k’

j

1.

j=l

Therefore, this provides a mapping on the invariants as
follows. Starting from Eq. (46), we can calculate the
values of the invariants for the next generation of the
quasiperiodic lattice. Recursively, the successive three
sets of the invariants {Uj’-‘)
(j=l,...,gk-l+l)},
{v,!k’
(j=l,...,&+l)},
and {$“) (j=l,...1g’k+l)3
determme
the new sets of the invariants {U,!k’ (j=l,..&+l)),
and {VJkil) (j=l,...&!k+l
Cq k+1) (j=l,...&+1+l)3,
+ I)) for the next generation of the lattice, where
Dk+,=Dknk-lDk-,

and

D’kGDknk-l+lD

Therefore, we have another set of the invariants Rjk’ (for
j= l,..., 2&+2), which are rational functions of T, and
Tb:
R(k) +)
1

D1=T,

DPo=T,Tb.

. . . +a’k’

2&+2’

R~k’=~!k)~lk)+~lk)lllk)+...+~~~~+2~~~~+1,

R$

with
Do=Tb,

+@‘+

:.

k-l

(47)

In this way, the invariants are always polynomials of
T, and Tbl even though the expressions for the mapping
on the invariants look very complicated. Since the generic
trace map preserves the invariant surface, the three sets of
the invariants are constrained to satisfy Eq. ( 10). If we
start with the triple (Xdk,zk), then there are 2g’k+l+2
constraints, because the leading terms with respect to E in
the expression I come from both zk2 and x&zb whose
degree in E are g’k+ i =gk+i +gk+ 1. The expressions are,
again, very complicated, even for the Fibonacci lattice.
These expressions can be extracted from expanding the
traces in Eq. ( 10) with respect to E such that all coefficients of powers of E must vanish. The newer the generation of the lattice, the more constraints appear. In this
way, the generic trace map provides an inj?nitedimensional algebra for the invariants as k goes to infinity.
The above mapping on the invariants includes a particular case of E=O. If E=O, we have the mapping of

(49)

(50)
1=A;k’;l;k’*.

*A$;;+ 1A$;;+2,

where il!k’ (j= 1,...,2&+2) are the band edges at the kth
genera&n of the quasiperiodic lattice.
Now we have come to the heart of this section. The
above algebra guarantees the irreducibility of the trace for
any generation of the quasiperiodic lattice. In other
words, the trace at any generation of the lattice is never
factorized in terms of the traces for the previous generations of the lattice. Therefore, we have no degeneracy in
energy bands at each generation of the lattice. In this way
the band centers determine the band edges so that the
gaps always open and never degeneratefor the parameters
T, and T, unless T,= T,. As was discussed in Sec. II,
this point was demonstrated and proved from the topology of the invariant surface.13*16*17
Therefore, for a
quasiperiodic lattice the total number of bands always
coincides with that of sites in the unit cell, while for the
Toda lattice2’ some of band gaps disappear. Thus, the
situation presented here is quite different from that in the
soliton theories.
The situation discussed above seems relevant to prove
the irreducibility of the Riemann matrix fiCk) by which
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U(k)
co
J

’

VW
co
J

’

and

R!k’
=O
J

for

j=odd
(54)

This is because the wave function has symmetry qn( -E)
= ( - )“tcI,( E) and the energy spectrum is symmetric arround E=0.13*17 Therefore, the dimension of the Riemann matrix must be reduced from gk to &/2[ (gk- 1)/2]
for &=even (odd).
V. CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 6. A schemeto reach a torus of genus infinity. The figure is drawn
for a Fibonacci lattice.

the multidimensional Riemann e-function is defined, although the strict proof has yet been made. Thus, we are
able to express the wave function for the kth generation
of the quasiperiodic lattice in the same manner as Eq.
(36). Finally, we end up with the following expression of
the quasiperiodic wave function:
$,+ (EMt-

(El

gk E-pj’)(nm lim n
k-rm

j=l

1)

E-pjk’(0)

O,,(zck)(E) -XCk)(n=;*y

(51)

’

Bgk(dk)(E) -XCk’(0)

1) -K’k’*fi’,k’)
-KCk’;sz’k’)
-

’ (52)

1) (j= l,...,&) lie within the
Here p;“(O) and pj’)(nin the spectrum. Also, zCk), Xck’,
zdb=$
gap [~,n,+1]
are gk-dimensional vectors and fiCk) a symmetric gkxgk complex matrix, replaced with-g by gk in Sec.
III. This means that a torus of genus gk+i is defined by
the tori Of the lower genera gk, gk-1, and gk-2, with an
apparent relation (see Fig. 6):

In summary, we have presented a scheme for obtaining the exact wave functions of an electron on a quasiperiodic lattice. Also, we shed light on the new aspects of
the quasiperiodic physics for the first time.
If the size of the unit cell Nk=gk+ 1 is finite, the
exact wave functions have both gk zeros and gk poles that
can be regarded as the gk zeros of the gk-dimensional
Riemann &function. It is proved that they are related to
the rotation number of the wave functions through the
Thouless formula and they label all the band gaps, where
energy gaps are obtained by the trace map.
It is shown that as k goes to infinity the generic trace
map induced by the scaling transformations for construction of a quasiperiodic lattice provide us with an infinitedimensional algebra on the invariants that are recursively
given to be polynomials of T, and T,. Those invariants
define the infinite-dimensional Riemann B-function by
which the wave functions can be exactly represented in a
closed manner.
Finally we remark the following. The scheme that we
are proposing and we have studied in this paper is very
important because this enables us to treat an infinite series of manifolds-tori
as a family (Fig. 6). One series of
such manifolds is related, by the generic trace map, with
another series of those through the algebra of its invariants. From this point of view, the scheme presented here
seems closely related to the “schemes” studied by Grothendieck. 26 This type of theory p romises great future in its
own right.

(53)
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APPENDIX: PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF
ENERGYBANDS
We give a simple program by which the readers are
able to generate and calculate the energy bands in the
following.
(A) If 0 <p < f, then do the following.
( 1) Define the initial triple (xO,yO,zo),fixing the parameters E, T,, and T,.
(2) Define the density of B in a quasiperiodic lattice,
p. Here p is related to il by p= l/( 1 +A).
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(3) Make a continued fraction of ;1 such that ;1
= [&J&9..., nk- 11,
(4)
Generate
a string
R such that
R
= XLnk-IXL”k-2...XLnIXL”0,
whereL”=L-*-L.
(5) Read the above string from the right to the left.
Each time we read L, go to Subroutine MAPL; otherwise,
go to Subroutine MAPX.
(6) Make the judgment: If lxk[ < 1, then E is allowed; otherwise, E is forbidden.
(7) Plot E with respect to p.
(B) Otherwise (i.e., f <p < 1 ), the roles of A and B
are switched. Then do the same thing.
Subroutine MAPL:
Lww,)

= kzd+dwo---x0),

h.kYo,zo) = (~lYl,Zl).

Subroutine MAPX:
cwwl)

= cyo,~o,zoL

(~oLYo,Zo) = cwJ,,z,).
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